Supplementary Material
To examine the effect of disturbance, VISIT was run for full scenario (S full ), in which temperature, precipitation, solar radiation, VPD, and CO 2 concentration are historical with historical disturbances such as clear-cutting, conversion and thinning, climate constant (S const-climate ), in which temperature, precipitation, solar radiation, and VPD were constant; temperature constant (S const-Ta ); precipitation constant (S const-precipitation ); solar radiation constant (S const-Sd ); VPD constant (S const-VPD ); and CO 2 constant (S const-CO2 ). These scenarios were run with clear-cutting and conversion of mixed forest to larch forest, and without a thinning event. We also conducted a non-conversion scenario (S non-conv ), in which a mixed forest without clear-cutting continued to exist (neither clear-cutting nor plantation occurs); a non-clear-cutting scenario (S non-cut ), in which a larch forest without clear-cutting continued to exist; and a non-thinning scenario (S non-thin ). 
